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Sub: Execution of Regional MineralTargeting Projects (RMT) regarding
S

ir,

lappreciate the all the Five Regions of GSI (CR, ER, NR, WR and SR) for successfully taking up the RMT projects
from the current FS., and also for furthering the RMT teams for receiving a tailor made training programme at
GSI Tl Hyderabad. I would request the respective HoDs and ADGs to take actions on the following,

1. All the mineral exploration programmes (G4, G3 and G2) falling within area of RMT needs to be given to
the Supervisory Officer who execute the RMT project
2. The current RMT project of WR needs to be made into two RMT projects as the current RMT area of WR is
almost double the average area taken up for RMTs. ln addition, WR is also requested to suitably deploy
experienced geoscientists in these two RMT projects. The officers who have been trained in the tailormade
training at GSI Tl may also be equally distributed among the two RMT projects.
3. Relaxation of field days (currently written as 80 days) for Geophysicists of the RMTs is given in the first year
(FS 2018-19) as the major geophysical components are collection, processing, integration and interpretation of
various geophysical data sets of entire RMT area and field component is less.
4. With the progress of RMT, if there is a deposit find or any identification of mineral potential zones results,
then the allocation of detailed projects should be considered by involving the same RMT geoscientists party as
better as possible.
5. Transfers of RMT trained teams should be avoided to ke'ep the momentum of Regional MineralTargeting in
the projects.
5. More concentration by a supervisory officer is required in guiding the RMT field teams, hence, judicious
number of projects may be allotted to them (mostly not exceeding a total of five projects).
7. Updates on actions against current status to be communicated to both CHe. and Mission-ll, Nagpur within
fortnight.
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